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1. Want to know more about stress?

These days, we regularly hear about stress. There are a lot of us who complain about it and who
realize that we live in a stressful environment. Humanitarian work is not an exception. On the
contrary. But is stress systematically negative? Is it really always damaging? Is it always an
enemy to fight at any price? The answer is “No”!

NATURAL STRESS/ USEFUL STRESS / PROTECTIVE STRESS 

Stress is a natural biological mechanism of adaptation. Cortisol, the stress hormone, is released
in the body when someone faces a danger or a threat to his/her life. However, in addition to
physical treats to our life, we are nowadays confronted with perceived psychological threats that
trigger the same automatic biological response.

Cortisol makes the heart beat harder and faster to bring more blood (and therefore oxygen) to the
muscles in order to prepare the body to react quickly to the perceived threat. It usually acts as a
creative, motivational force that enables individuals to mobilize their resources to face up to a
situation that is felt to be difficult, while remaining effective. It helps people to accomplish tasks
and to seek out new projects and relationships that move them through life. That’s what we call
“useful stress” or “natural stress”. 

Hans Selye, the pioneer of biological research on stress, defined three different phases in this
natural mechanism of adaptation: 

The alarm phase: The whole physiological and psychological system is alerted and
immediately blocks all other thoughts and consideration to only focus on the threat or
challenge perceived.
The mobilization phase: the physiological and psychological responses are maintained to
deal with the threat and to act according to the needs.
The recuperation phase: Once the stressor has been dealt with, the tension level goes down
and the person starts to relax.

Stress is therefore, per se, nor bad nor unhealthy.
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SEVERE STRESS / NEGATIVE STRESS 

Stress can become damaging to the individual if the need for adaptation continues for too long
or the effort expended by the individual is excessive in relation to his/her abilities (whether
physical, emotional or mental). In such situation, an individual may be subjected to severe stress
that may lead to exhaustion and impaired performance. If no measures are taken, the prolonged
impact of stress may lead to other problems. If we worry constantly, our body produces high
levels of cortisol during a long time which is destructive to the brain and our health in general.
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As illustrated on the left side of the curve, the absence of stress in our lives would result in non-
achievement/boredom. Increased stress results in increased productivity – up to a point, after which things go
rapidly downhill. Too much stress may decrease or stop the performance of individuals, lead to exhaustion and
severe stress. The point or peak where performance starts to decrease differs for each of us, so we need to be
sensitive to the early warning symptoms and signs that suggest a stress overload is starting to push us over
the peak.

When we experience too much stress, we
can no longer think clearly.
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2. How does stress manifest itself ?

The signs of stress are numerous, varied, and of different intensity. They vary according to
situations and people, each person often having his or her “own stress symptoms”. To know
yourself and to be able to recognize your own personal signs of stress will help you understand
better your limits, so you can put in place strategies to react effectively when stress starts to
accumulate. 

Take a few seconds to reflect on the way stress usually arises in you. When you are stressed, do
you feel it in your body? What do you think about? What do you do? 

If you do not have any ideas in this regard, take a look at the various symptoms below and try to
identify those that you have already experienced when you were stressed.
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Physical symptoms

Emotional symptoms

Cognitive symptoms

Behavioral symptoms

Aches and pains
Diarrhea or constipation
Nausea, dizziness
Chest pain, rapid heart rate
Loss of sex drive
Frequent colds or flun

Memory problems
Inability to concentrate
Poor judgment
Seeing only the negative
Anxious or racing thoughts
Constant worrying

Eating more or less
Sleeping too much or too little
Withdrawing from others
Procrastinating or neglecting responsibilities
Using alcohol, cigarettes, or drugs to relax
Nervous habits (e.g. nail biting, pacing)

Depression or general unhappiness
Anxiety and agitation
Moodiness, irritability, or anger
Feeling overwhelmed
Loneliness and isolation
Other mental or emotional health problems
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We have seen that in a large majority of the events in our life, stress is a state that enables us to
adapt and to appropriately deal with change. 
However, if a state of stress endures too long and/or is too intense, it can have some damaging
effects on our physical and mental wellbeing and prevent us, de facto, from functioning as we
would want to.

The cumulative and long-lasting exposure to stress can drive a person into the process of
burnout. It is therefore crucial to be aware of cognitive/emotional/behavioral changes and
intervene accordingly, in order to prevent the development of burnout.
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DID YOU KNOW? 

At the beginning, and even if you know yourself quite well, signs of stress can be so subtle that
you don’t see them or even unconsciously do not want to see them. Quite frequently, others are
aware that you may be heading for trouble before you are. So please, encourage some of your
trusted colleagues to give you feedback when they notice any change in you.
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3. Stress management strategies

When we live in a state of prolonged or too intense stress, some of us try to ignore what we are
feeling and we act as if there was no problem. Others try to distract themselves at all costs in
trying not to think about it anymore. Still others try to avoid the source of stress or to get away
from it. Even if this gives a feeling of temporary relief, in most cases, these strategies simply
move the problem around without ever resolving it and can, in the long term, become harmful on
emotional, psychological, and physical levels.

“Winning” strategies are those that enable you to find an effective and sustainable solution to
your state of stress.
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Meet Basic Needs. Be sure to eat, drink and sleep regularly. Becoming
physiologically  deprived puts you at risk and may also compromise your
ability to care for patients.

Connect with Colleagues. Talk to your colleagues and support one
another. Infectious  outbreaks can isolate people because of their fear
and anxiety. Tell your story and listen  to others’. Find a “buddy” and look
after each other.

Communicate Constructively. 
Share your frustrations and reflect together on solutions. Searching for
solutions  together is more helpful than focusing on problems only.
Communicate clearly with colleagues. Focus on the facts, express your
opinion  in simple ways and check if the other person understood
correctly. 
Communicate in a constructive manner.
Complement each other: compliments can be powerful motivators and
stress 
moderators.
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Limit Med ia Exposure. Graphic imagery and worrisome messages will
increase your stress   and may reduce your effectiveness at work and overall
wellbeing. Don’t stay connected all   day to media alerts and define only one
moment a day to check the news.
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Respect Differences. Some people need to talk while others need to be
alone. Recognize  and respect these differences in yourself, your patients
and your colleagues.

You might be stigmatized by friends, family and community for being at high
risk of being  contaminated. 

Inform them of the protective measures you are taking to do your work. It
may  reassure them.
Connect and share with your colleagues: they might experience similar 
situations and you can share tips to feel better.
If stigmatization creates any difficulties that impacts your work, share with
your  manager and/or the staff health responsible.

Contact with Family. Contact your loved ones, if possible. They are an
anchor of support   outside the healthcare system. Sharing and staying
connected may also help them support  you better.

Self Check-In. 
Monitor your level of energy and fatigue overtime. If you feel too tired,
and   before feeling overwhelmed and exhausted by work, talk to you
manager to   review your objectives and priorities. Make the difference
between what is   urgent and what is important; see what can be
delegated, what can be adapted;   ask for a time to rest… this will allow
you to recharge your battery and be in  better shape to continue working.
Monitor yourself over time for any symptoms of depression or stress
disorder:   prolonged sadness, difficulty sleeping, intrusive memories,
hopelessness. Talk  to a peer, supervisor, the person in charge of staff
health or seek professional  help if needed.
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If you have some previous physical or mental health cond itions: Talk to the
staff health   responsible and be extra careful not to exhaust your resources and
trespass your limits.  Adapt your work accordingly.
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Honor your work. Remind yourself that despite obstacles or frustrations, you are
fulfilling a   noble calling—taking care of those most in need. Be gentle towards
yourself and   acknowledge what you are doing. Recognize your colleagues (either
formally or informally)   for their work. At the end of each day, acknowledge what you,
your team and the project  have accomplished.

Disconnect from work. Give yourself a rest from tending to patients. Whenever
possible,   allow yourself to do something unrelated to work that you find
comforting or relaxing.   Taking a walk if possible, doing exercise, listening to
music, reading a book, or talking with   a friend can help. Some people may feel
guilty if they are not working full-time or are taking   time to take care of
themselves when so many others are suffering. Recognize that taking  appropriate
rest leads to proper care of patients after your break.

DID YOU KNOW? 

It is good for your sleep

It has been proven that the following activities help to improve sleep: 

Do physical exercise early in the morning, during the day, or early in the evening rather than right before
going to bed.
Reduce exposure to visual stimulation (computers, TV, mobile phone, etc.) right before going to bed.
Do a relaxation exercise before going to bed, get some fresh air if the context allows it, or listen to relaxing
music.
Don’t force falling asleep: instead of turning over and over in your bed, preferably do something else
(example: read, write your concerns to get them out of your head, etc.) while waiting for sleep to come.
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TOOLBOX
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TOOL 2:  Self  Check-In
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TOOL 3:  Stress management exercises
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The fo l lowing pages present simple exercises to help you manage your stress.  How? First
of  a l l ,  to enable you to let  go and get  r id of  physical  tension created by stress.  The
exercises can be used regular ly not  only as a preventive tool  but  a lso in si tuat ions of
intense stress as a stress management tool .  

They can be used ind ividual ly or  in a group. Used in a pleasant atmosphere in a group,
they help create good team dynamics.  These posi t ive group dynamics wi l l  be one of  your
f i rst  sources of  support  in case of  a very stressing si tuat ion or cr i t ical  incident.  

For a pract ice to endure over t ime, we recommend integrat ing i t  into a regular act ivi ty.  For
example,  when you get  out  of  bed, begin your day with 5 minutes of  exercise,  or  at  the end
of the day before going to bed, or  even star t ing a meeting with an exercise.  That does not
take much t ime and can add a real  “p lus”.  

Certain pract ices are more sui table for  some people rather than for  others.  We propose
trying some of  them to identi fy which ones you prefer or  re lax you the most.

Act as i f  you are calm 

Act as i f  you are calm. I t  does not  matter  what your state of  stress is.  Simply
simulate calm to become relaxed. Even i f  this seems strange, p lay the role of  a calm
person: s low down your movements,  just  a l i t t le;  breathe s lowly,  just  a l i t t le;  smi le at
everybody, just  a l i t t le;  etc.  In several  minutes,  you wi l l  real ly  feel  calmer.  

This technique funct ions wel l  for  a physiological  reason. In 1994, researchers at  an
American physiological  laboratory d id a study on actors.  They asked the actors to
act  out  d i fferent  emotions:  joy,  anger,  fear,  etc.  Each t ime, they measured the
physiological  react ions (heart  beats,  breathing,  etc.)  and d id blood analyses.  The
resul ts were the same as those obtained with real  emotions!  

Calmness is contagious!  When everybody around you is agi tated,  adopt a serene
and at tent ive at t i tude. Be present to yoursel f  and you wi l l  not ice a quick resul t .

1. 
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Smile

Smile as of ten as possible,  even i f  you do not  want to.  When you smile,  you
act ivate 42 facial  muscles which send electrochemical  signals to the autonomous
nervous system which regulates certain body funct ions such as breathing,  heart
act ivi ty,  and muscular tension.  This process also act ivates endorphins in the brain,
the famous “happiness molecules”.  The effect  is immediate.

2. 

Yawn

Yawning is an excel lent  ant i -stress exercise!  Pretending to yawn automatical ly
generates the physiological  re laxat ion ref lexes of  a t rue yawn. The principle is qui te
simple:  each t ime you feel  inter ior  tension grow and your spir i t  becomes heavy,
open the mouth and yawn! The more you yawn generously,  the more rapid ly you wi l l
experience physical  re laxat ion and a good mood.

3. 

Full  awareness

This exercise is done when the situation is calm 

“Ful l  awareness of  the here and now” is not  just  the ul t imate state of  Zen. I t  has
also been proven to be an excel lent  remedy against  stress.  

This exercise is based on your conscious presence, using your senses (sight ,
smel l ,  touch, hearing,  and taste),  and grounding yoursel f  in the present moment.  
As soon as you feel  st ress increasing,  pay at tent ion to each act ion you are doing:  
When you walk,  mental ly  say to yoursel f ,  “ I  am walking and I  am aware that  I  am
walking.”  
When you prepare breakfast ,  mental ly  say to yoursel f ,  “ I  am preparing breakfast  and
I am aware that  I  am preparing breakfast . ”  
When you wash the d ishes,  mental ly  say to yoursel f ,  “ I  am washing the d ishes and I
am aware that  I  am washing the d ishes.”  
When you get  into a car,  mental ly  say to yoursel f ,  “ I  am gett ing into a car and I  am
aware that  I  am gett ing into a car ” .  Etc.

4. 
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Exercise of progressive muscle relaxation 

This exercise enables at taining deep muscle re laxat ion thanks to progressive
contract ion of  d i fferent  muscle groups that  re leases endorphins.  These
neurotransmit ters produce a sensation of  re laxat ion and calm in the ent i re body for
several  hours.  This technique enables you to re lax in several  minutes by simply
paying at tent ion to your body.  

Sett le down comfortably,  c lose your eyes,  and calmly breathe deeply f rom the
abdomen 3 t imes. You are going to re lax each of  the opposite muscle groups.  

1)  Breathe deeply and contract  a chosen muscle group (see l is t  below).  
2)  Hold your breath for  around 5 seconds, then release the muscles whi le exhal ing.  
3)  Say to yoursel f  af ter  each contract ion-relaxat ion,  “ re lax,  re lease, calm”.  Let  your
body become a l i t t le more numb, re laxed, and warm. Whether you are lying down or
si t t ing,  sense how l i t t le by l i t t le your body lets go af ter  each relaxat ion.  

The muscle groups to contract  in fo l lowing order:  
-The r ight  hand, arm, and forearm. 
-The lef t  hand, arm, and forearm. 
-The r ight  foot  and leg.  
-The lef t  foot  and leg.  
-The stomach (by retract ing i t ) .  
-The shoulders and top of  the back (draw them as high as possible towards the
ears).  
-The back of  the head (by pushing the head backwards).  
-The mouth (by c losing the jaw and pushing the tongue against  the teeth).  
-The eyes and face (by t ight ly contract ing the eyel ids and facial  muscles).

5. 
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Exercise of contracting/relaxing the shoulders and/or the neck

Stand up,  feet  s l ight ly apart ,  arms relaxed. 
Sl ight ly push your pelvis forward.  
Breathe s lowly,  as deeply as possible,  in raising the shoulders towards the ears and
closing the f ists.  Do not  force i t  and let  the arms hang loosely.  
Hold your breath 5 seconds and, a l l  at  once, quickly exhale,  re laxing your shoulders
and f ists.  
Do this movement of  contract ion – re laxat ion 8 t imes.

6. 

Breathing 

Sit  comfortably.  Try to keep your back straight  and feet  f lat  on the f loor.  
Place your hands on your abdomen a l i t t le below your bel ly  but ton (navel) .  
Breathe in s lowly and deeply through your nose, re leasing the abdomen as i t
inf lates natural ly  with each breath in.  
Exhale by the mouth,  l ight ly contract ing the abdomen. Try to have a relaxed focus
and let  your at tent ion rest  on the movement of  the breath in the bel ly.  Even i f  i t
seems abnormal,  i t  is  however a natural  movement.  
Do twenty repeti t ions:  the relaxing effect  is immediate.

7. 

8. Breathing with movement of the hands on the abdomen

Place your hands side by side on the lower part  of  the thoracic cage just  below the
chest.  The two longest  f ingers should touch. Inhale s lowly and deeply through the
nose. Your two hands should elongate f rom one another.  Exhale thoroughly through
the mouth:  your hands return to their  beginning posi t ion.  This exercise,  enabl ing
body oxygenation to increase and stress to reduce, br ings a state of  re laxat ion in
one minute.
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9. 

The f loating arms 

Standing with legs s l ight ly apart ,  c lose your eyes.  Let  your arms hang loose as i f
they were “empty”.  
Imagine that  a str ing,  at tached to the back of  each hand, is pul led s lowly by a
higher force and that  your arms r ise al l  by themselves.  Take your t ime: imagine!
You wi l l  f i rst  feel  a sort  of  “ f loat ing” in your arms and hands. You wi l l  then
probably sense a very l ight  movement independent of  your own wi l l  independent
moving of  your wi l l ingness.  Do not  be afraid!  Your arms are going to r ise 1 cm, 5
cm, 10 cm, more.  The height  of  the movement does not  matter.  The goal  is to
experience this very special  sensation.  Let  your arms drop back.  Open your eyes.
Breathe deeply.

10. 

Breathing with a straw 

“Breathing with a straw” is a wel l -known technique in Japan 
to regulate heart  rhythm, lower blood pressure,  manage stress,  
and release negative emotions.  

Standing,  feet  s l ight ly apart  and head straight ,  inhale s lowly through the nose, let t ing
the abdomen inf late.  

Exhale s lowly through the mouth,  as i f  you were blowing through a straw. 
Inhale s lowly through the nose, focusing on your shoulders.  
Exhale “ through the straw”,  re laxing your shoulders.  
Inhale l ight ly,  focusing on your abdomen. 
Exhale “ through the straw”,  completely re laxing your abdomen. 
Inhale s lowly,  focusing on the lower jaw. 
Exhale “ through the straw”,  re laxing as much as possible the lower jaw. 
Inhale whi le focusing at  the same t ime on your shoulders,  abdomen, and jaw. 
Exhale “ through the straw”,  re laxing your shoulders,  abdomen, and jaw. 
Repeat this exercise f ive t imes.
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11. My refuge

This exercise is a stress prevention tool  to f i rst  use in condit ions of  calm, safety and
securi ty.  Af terwards,  you wi l l  be able to use i t  in si tuat ions of  stress.  

Si t  down in a comfortable way your two feet  f lat  on the ground, hands on the knees,
back straight ,  shoulders re laxed, eyes c losed. Breathe s lowly and deeply f rom your
abdomen. Think of  a place,  a spot where you feel  wel l ,  safe and secure,  and in peace.
Visual ize this p lace in your head with the greatest  detai l  possible.  

What do you see? 
Focus on the colors and l ight  present in this p lace.  
Listen to the noises,  sounds present.  
Smel l  the odors of  the place.  
Observe the environment,  the d i fferent  e lements present in this p lace of  wel lbeing.
When you have this image in your head, savor i t ,  let  i t  sweep through you by the
sensation of  wel lbeing i t  cal ls  up.  
How do you feel  when you imagine being in this p lace? 
Give a name to this p lace.  
From now on, this p lace wi l l  be an imaginary refuge to visual ize for  f ind ing calm, safety
and securi ty in tense si tuat ions or to use in a habitual  manner to prevent stress.
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My notes
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How about me?
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Physical symptoms

Emotional symptoms

Cognitive symptoms

Behavioral symptoms:

How do you notice that you are stressed ?

Which exercises or activit ies help you to lower your stress level?
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Being confronted with this outbreak is perceived as a direct & indirect threat to our safety. The 
limbic system in our brain is hardwired to notice threats and activate the Fight – Flight – Freeze 
response. This response prepares our body physically to deal with actual & perceived danger. 

This is a very useful survival mechanism, but when prolonged activation: 
we become anxious & nervous
we might have trouble sleeping
we have decreased access to the rational analytical part of our brain (prefrontal 
cortex), needed to take a step back, reflect and make logical decisions.
We are more focused on our own needs and we become less capable to be sensitive 
to the needs of others. This might be perceived as egocentricity and a lack of 
empathy.

These reactions are automatic & mostly unconscious. Feeling stressed & concerned is actually 
very normal in this situation. Managing your stress & wellbeing during this time is as important 
as managing your physical health. 

The recommendations in this guide are specific actions you can take to regulate & manage your 
stress response.
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